Have you ever felt like being the greenest and most environmentally aware person in your area? Then you might want to know more about Daily Dump! Daily Dump is a company that designs products and services that manage home waste. Visit www.dailydump.org for more details.

They sell something called a Gamla. It is a modified potted plant. Plants surround the organic waste while decomposition takes place in the central pipe. Gamlas are ideally combined with a Kambha to manage organic waste generated by a family of 4.

Mota Lota

The Mota Lota can manage large volumes of kitchen and garden waste without taking up too much space in your home.

Ideally a Mota Lota can be combined with a Kambha and a Leave-It Pot. Or you can choose to use a pair of Mota Lotas to manage your waste.

Leave-It Pot

The Leave-It Pot has been designed as a store and maturation chamber for semi-composted material that is generated in other Daily Dump Composters like the Mota Lota, Kambha, Patta Kambha and Gamla. It enables you to use your composter in an efficient manner by allowing you to transfer the semi-composted matter into this Pot.

Available with holes and without holes

Patta Kambha

The Patta Kambha is a store cum composter primarily for your garden waste. Usually dried leaves and twigs lie in an unsightly pile in a corner of the garden. The Patta Kambha stores these leaves and also composes them overtime.

It can be placed next to your Kambha or Mota Lota to provide dried leaves for those products.

Kambha

The Kambha manages medium volumes of kitchen and garden waste and fits into small spaces conveniently. A Kambha can be combined with a Mota Lota and a Leave-It Pot. Or you can choose to use a pair of Kambhas to manage your waste.

You will also get lemongrass spray, fly repellent and a leaf basket to store dry leaves!

Why must I compost?

If Bangalore managed organic waste at source, we could spend taxpayers money on more urgent projects like schools, health and infrastructure.

Organic waste is 60 per cent water. The municipal department spends fuel, cartage and labour transporting water!!
Our organic waste reaches large dump sites which are illegal and unscientific, adversely affecting communities and the bio-diversity around them.

Organic waste mixed with batteries, plastic, tubelights and medicine pollutes ground water, soil and air.

If we learn to deal with our waste we can put pressure on builders and planners to include composting units and water harvesting in every complex, without which Bangalore will soon collapse.

Ragpickers earn less when cardboard, plastic and other recyclable material is covered with sambar and rotting papaya. Till ragpicking is a viable livelihood, we can at least help reduce their losses.

If you don’t have a garden, the rich compost can be used for your potted plants.
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Start Composting at Home

Daily Dump is the first product of its kind in India. The product helps households to manage their organic waste by converting it into compost.

What is Compost? The process of complex organic matter breaking down into its simpler elements is called decomposition: which results in a dark, earthy, sweet smelling, nutrient rich humus called compost.

This rich substance can be made from our kitchen and garden waste that we normally throw away as garbage into road side dustbins where it accumulates and causes an unhygenic stinking mess.

Composting takes time - anywhere between 3-6 months.

The great thing is that your home's contribution to Bangalore's waste is reduced by 60 per cent.

Isn’t that something to be proud about?